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Abstract: Effects of pressure on the structures and magnetic properties of three types of 3-D cyanide-
bridged bimetallic coordination polymer magnets, MnIICrIII ferrimagnet [Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚4H2O (1; en )
ethylenediamine), NiIICrIII ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚3H2O (2; dipn ) N,N-di(3-aminopropyl)amine),
and NiIIFeIII ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]2[Ni(dipn)(H2O)][Fe(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3), were systematically examined under
hydrostatic pressure up to 19.8 GPa using a piston-cylinder-type pressure cell and a diamond anvil cell.
The ferrimagnet 1 showed the reversible crystalline-to-amorphous-like phase change, and the magnetic
phase transition temperature (TC) was reversibly changed from 69 K at 0 GPa to 126 K at 4.7 GPa. At
higher pressure, the net magnetization was suppressed with increasing pressure, and the magnetic state
at 19.8 GPa was assumed to be paramagnetic. The initial ferrimagnetic phase of 1 was not recovered
after releasing the pressure from 19.8 GPa. The magnetic phase of 2 was reversibly converted between
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic-like phase in the range 0 e P e 4.7 GPa while maintaining its crystallinity.
The porous ferromagnet 3 was easily amorphized and irreversibly lost the ferromagnetic phase under low
pressure (P e 1.0 GPa). The flexible cyanide-bridged magnetic frameworks demonstrate well the pressure
response as a reflection of differences in the magnetic structure and the framework strength in the GPa
range.

Introduction

Creation of multifunctional material is a current attractive
challenge in the field of solid-state physics and chemistry.1-10

To attain multifunctionality using a uniform compound, it is
necessary to consider how to design such compounds and how
to incorporate specific properties, such as magnetism, optical
activity, ferroelectricity, electric conductivity, and so on.
Coordination polymers (CPs) have attracted much attention this
decade because of their characteristic structures (diversity,

regularity, designability, and flexibility) and gas adsorption
properties.1,11-16 In particular, the structural flexibility allows
for responses to various external stimuli (e.g., pressure, tem-
perature, light, and guest molecules). We believe that the CPs
act as a multifunction platform with leveraging of the structural
flexibility. To perform multifunctionality based on CPs, incor-
poration of physical properties into such a flexible framework
is a promising strategy. In this respect, we have systematically
prepared coordination polymer magnets (CPMs), so-called
molecule-based magnets, to provide multifunctionality with
magnetic output responsive to external stimuli.17-21 CPMs are† Department of Synthetic Chemistry and Biological Chemistry, Kyoto

University.
‡ Institute for Integrated Cell-Material Sciences, Kyoto University.
§ Kyushu Institute of Technology.
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expected to respond sensitively to structural changes with
magnetic output because the magnetic interactions are measur-
ably affected by their local bridging structure and net framework.
In practice, several CPMs have accomplished reversible mag-
netic conversions by a solvation/desolvation process accompa-
nied by structural transformation, where the flexible and porous
framework22-29 or removable solvent ligands30-34 of CPMs
played a crucial role. From the perspective of the structural
conversion, external pressure (mechanical stress) would be more
effective on CPMs than the guest molecules (chemical stimulus)
and could give continuous and systematical changes.

Mechanical stress is a key stimulus to the generation of
piezoelectricity and has been frequently used in research on
organic conductors and magnets.35-39 The stress is useful for
controlling the electric band structures of soft organic conduc-
tors. However, ferromagnetic magnetization often disappears
upon stressing organic magnets because shrinkage of the
intermolecular structure mostly collapses orthogonal overlapping
between magnetic orbitals of radicals and tends to favor an
antiferromagnetic correlation. In the case of organic radicals
that have a homo-spin system (S ) 1/2), the pressure effect is
usually not a favorable stimulus. On the other hand, with hetero-
spin systems, for example, a coordination polymer ferrimagnet
that is based on antiferromagnetic interaction between different
paramagnetic metal ions, the stress is expected to contribute
positively to magnetic characteristics. Pressure-induced internal
electron transfer, spin-state transition, magnetic pole inversion,
and linkage isomerism of Prussian blue analogues (PBAs) have
been reported so far.40-45 However, there have been a few
attempts to apply external pressure to CPMs except for PBAs
and, of course, no systematic study of the correlation among

structure, electric structure, and pressure response in the GPa
region.46-53

We have extensively studied cyanide-bridged CPMs by the
use of [M(CN)6]n- and coligands and have successfully prepared
many CPMs with various frameworks.17-21 Some of the
cyanide-bridged CPMs showed a reversible magnetic conversion
by a solvation/desolvation process, which demonstrates that the
M-CN-M′ linkages and the coordination space in the frame-
works are flexible and advantageous for producing environ-
mentally responsive materials.24-26,29-33 Here, we focus on three
cyanide-bridged CPMs having a 3-D framework: MnIICrIII

ferrimagnet [Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚4H2O (1; en ) ethylenedi-
amine, TC ) 69 K),54 NiIICrIII ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]3[Cr-
(CN)6]2‚3H2O (2; dipn ) N,N-di(3-aminopropyl)amine,TC )
42 K),55 and NiIIFeIII ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]2[Ni(dipn)(H2O)]-
[Fe(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3; TC ) 8.5 K).24,56 Each compound has a
different 3-D framework and magnetic properties. In particular,
compounds1 and 2 exhibit high TC among structurally
characterized CPMs. Here, we report reversible and irreversible
structural and magnetic conversions of these compounds by
applying hydrostatic pressure of up to 19.8 GPa. The present
report is the first one describing the effect of pressure on
molecule-based magnets in the GPa region, and this pressure
range is over 10 times as large as that of previous studies.

Physical Measurements.X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD)
data were collected on a Rigaku RINT 2000 Ultima diffracto-
meter with Cu KR radiation. Ac and dc magnetic susceptibility
measurements under ambient pressure were performed on a
Quantum Design MPMS-XL5R SQUID magnetometer in the
temperature range of 2-300 K. Crystals of1-3 were well
ground and placed in a gelatin capsule, mounted inside straw,
and fixed to the end of a sample transport rod. Effective
magnetic moments were calculated by the equationµeff )
(8øMT)1/2, where øM is the molar magnetic susceptibility
corrected for diamagnetism of the constituent atoms. Magnetic
measurements under a hydrostatic pressure up to 1.03 GPa were
carried out using a piston-cylinder-type of pressure cell (PC)
made of Cu-Be alloy, which can be inserted into a Quantum
Design SQUID magnetometer. Apiezon-J oil was used as a
pressure-transmitting medium. The sample (3-8 mg) was well
ground and dispersed into the Apiezon oil with a piece of Pb
whose superconducting transition temperature is the probe to
estimate the actual pressure at low temperature.35-38 The mixture
was placed in a Teflon bucket and fixed in the clamp cell. A
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hydrostatic pressure of up to 19.8 GPa was achieved using a
diamond anvil cell (DAC),49,57 which can be inserted into a
Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. The tip diameter of
the diamond anvil was 0.5 mm. In the center of the gaskets
made of Cu-Be (for P e 5 GPa) or Re (forP > 5 GPa), the
sample space with diameter 0.2 mm and height 0.2 mm was
holed. The sample of ca. 4µg and some pieces of ruby were
held with a transmitting medium (Daphne oil) in the sample
space. The amount of pressure was determined measuring the
shift of the R1 ruby fluorescence at room temperature.58 The
effective pressure in the low-temperature region has been
estimated to be at most an increase of ca. 14% of the pressure
at room temperature.57 Because the weight of the sample placed
in the PC and DAC could not be measured accurately, the raw
data of the measurement were used as magnetizationM. The
XRPD pattern analyses under high pressures were carried out
at room temperature using the synchrotron radiation X-ray
powder diffractometer with a cylindrical imaging plate at the
Photon Factory, Institute of Material Structure Science, High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Japan. The
wavelength of the incident X-rays was 0.6876(3) Å. Pressure
was attained by the use of a DAC with a Be backing plate, on
which diamonds with flat tips of 0.6 mm diameter were
mounted. There, a CuBe gasket of 200µm thickness was used.
The values of pressure were calibrated with the ruby fluores-
cence method.58 In a sample cavity with diameter of 0.2 mm,
holed in the center of the gasket, the powdered sample and a
few ruby crystals were inserted with a pressure-transmitting
medium, fluorine oil (FC70). Through a series of experiments,
three kinds of pressure-transmitting media were used as the
measurement demand, and each medium worked effectively so
as to realize quasi-hydrostatic pressure.

Results and Discussion

Crystal Structures and Magnetic Properties under Ambi-
ent Pressure.All compounds have already been reported,24,54-56

but there has been no detailed comparison of their structures
and properties. Their synthesis, crystal structures, and magnetic
properties are briefly described below. The crystal structures
of 1-3 are shown in Figures 1-3. Their crystal parameters are
summarized in Table 1, where each density was recalculated
with and without lattice water molecules. The solvent-accessible
void in each framework is estimated by PLATON59 in the
absence of all lattice water molecules. The dc magnetic
susceptibilities of1-3 are shown in Figure 4 in the form oføM

versusT.
[Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN) 6]2‚4H2O (1). The compound was obtained

as stable light-green crystals by the reaction of MnCl2‚4H2O,
en, and K3[Cr(CN)6] in a mole ratio of 3:3:2 under anaerobic
conditions. In the crystal structure, the asymmetric unit consists
of one [Cr(CN)6]3- anion, one [Mn(1)(en)]2+ cation, one-half
of a [Mn(2)(en)]2+ cation, and two water molecules. All the
cyanide groups of [Cr(CN)6]3- coordinate to six adjacent Mn
atoms (Figure 1). The geometry about the Mn atom is pseudo-
octahedral with a chelating en and four cyanide nitrogen atoms.
A 3-D network is formed by an alternating array ofµ6-[Cr-
(CN)6]3- and [Mn(en)]2+, based on a defective cubane having
three Cr and four Mn atoms at the seven corners and eight Cr-
CN-Mn edges, where the cubane unit lacks one corner and
forms an inner cavity. The lattice water molecules are located
in the cavity and form hydrogen bonds to each other. The
solvent-accessible void is estimated to be 13.9%.

TheøMT versusT curve showed a gradual decrease from room
temperature to a minimum at 156 K because of an antiferro-
magnetic interaction between the adjacent MnII and CrIII ions
through cyanide bridges and then showed an increase and a long-
range ferrimagnetic ordering withTC ) 69 K. The 1/øM versus
T plot (156-300 K) obeys the Curie-Weiss law with a negative
Weiss constantθ of -38 K. The magnetic hysteresis loop at 2
K showed a typical soft magnetic behavior with coercive field
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University: Utrecht, The Netherlands, 2001.

Figure 1. Structure of [Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚4H2O (1): (a) Cr3Mn4 defect cubane unit, (b) a cavity in the cubane unit, and (c) a projection of the framework
onto theac plane.
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(HC) of 30 Oe and saturation magnetization (MS) value of 8.72
Nâ at 50 kOe.

[Ni(dipn)] 3[Cr(CN) 6]2‚3H2O (2). Compound2 was obtained
as stable purple dodecahedral crystals by the reaction of NiCl2‚
6H2O, dipn, and K3[Cr(CN)6] in a mole ratio of 3:6:2 in an
aqueous solution using an H-shaped tube. The nonstoichiometric
reaction of the components is necessary to avoid precipitation
of the byproduct Ni3[Cr(CN)6]2‚15H2O. The asymmetric unit
of 2 consists of one [Ni(dipn)]2+ cation, 1/6 of [Cr(1)(CN)6]3-

and [Cr(2)(CN)6]3- anions, 1/3 of a [Cr(3)(CN)6]3- anion, and
one water molecule. All the cyanide groups of [Cr(1)(CN)6]3-

and [Cr(2)(CN)6]3- are involved in the coordination to the axial
positions of the adjacent [Ni(dipn)]2+ cations. The Ni atom is
in a pseudo-octahedral geometry with three amino nitrogen
atoms of dipn in meridional positions and three cyanide nitrogen
atoms. An isotropic 3-D network is constructed based on a Cr8-
Ni12 cubane unit formed by the array ofµ6-[Cr(1)(CN)6]3-, [Ni-
(dipn)]2+, andµ6-[Cr(2)(CN)6]3- in the cubic crystal system with
small void space of 5.0% (Figure 2). One [Cr(3)(CN)6]3- exists
inside the cubane unit and coordinates to an equatorial position
of three adjacent [Ni(dipn)]2+ cations in the facialµ3-bridging
mode. The [Cr(3)(CN)6]3- unit seems to act as an internal

reinforcement for the Cr8Ni12 cube. Three lattice water mol-
ecules are captured in the cubane unit through hydrogen bonding
to the terminal cyano nitrogen atoms of [Cr(3)(CN)6]3- units.

The NiII and CrIII ions ferromagnetically interact through the
cyanide bridges due to a strict orthogonality of the magnetic
orbitals. TheøM value increased with decreasing temperature
and showed a ferromagnetic ordering.TC was determined to be
42 K by ac magnetic susceptibility, weak field magnetization,
and a dM/dT plot. The Curie-Weiss plot (80-300 K) gave a
positive Weiss constant of+54 K. A typical soft magnetic
behavior was observed in the magnetic hysteresis loop at 2 K
with a very smallHC of 3 Oe andMS value of 12.35Nâ at 50
kOe.

[Ni(dipn)] 2[Ni(dipn)(H 2O)][Fe(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3). Com-
pound3 was obtained as efflorescent dark-brown crystals by
the reaction of NiCl2‚6H2O, dipn, and K3[Fe(CN)6] in a 3:3:2
mole ratio in dmf-water solution. One [Fe(CN)6]3- anion, one
[Ni(1)(dipn)]2+ cation, one-half of a [Ni(2)(dipn)(H2O)]2+ cation,
and lattice water molecules constitute the asymmetric unit. Three
equatorial cyanide groups of [Fe(CN)6]3- coordinate to three
adjacent [Ni(1)(dipn)]2+ cations, and one axial cyanide group
coordinates to the axial position of the adjacent [Ni(2)(dipn)-
(H2O)]2+ cation. Both Ni ions are in a pseudo-octahedral
geometry with dipn in meridional mode and three cyanide
nitrogen atoms for Ni(1), and with dipn in meridional mode,
two cyanide nitrogen atoms and one water molecule for Ni(2).
In the lattice, the arrays ofµ4-[Fe(CN)6]3- and [Ni(1)(dipn)]2+

form a 2-D sheet on thebc plane, and the Fe-CN(2)-Ni(2)
linkages connect the 2-D sheets along thea axis to construct a
3-D porous pillared-layer framework with a solvent-accessible
void of 28.2% (Figure 3). The lattice water molecules reside in
a disorderly manner in the pore, and their positions were not
determined completely. The crystallinity was readily lost by
evacuation.

TheøMT versusT plot showed a slight decrease upon cooling
to 180 K because of an orbital contribution from the ground
state of low-spin FeIII (2T2). Then theøMT value gradually
increased down to 20 K and rapidly increased below 10 K, in
which a ferromagnetic interaction operated between NiII and
low-spin FeIII ions through cyanide bridges due to the strict
orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals. A long-range ferromag-
netic ordering was observed belowTC of 8.5 K. The Curie-
Weiss plot (20-300 K) gave a small positive Weiss constant
of +5.3 K, including a small negative contribution from spin-
orbit coupling. A magnetic hysteresis was observed at 2 K with
HC of 350 Oe andMS of 8.03Nâ at 50 kOe.

It is obvious that the structural strength of these frameworks
is in the order3 < 1 < 2 from an architectural viewpoint. To
evaluate the strength numerically, the density and solvent-
accessible void of each crystal excluding the lattice water
molecules were estimated (Table 1). The values well support
the order of the structural strength. In fact, the 3-D pillared-
layer structure of3 is very fragile and easily changed to an
amorphous phase by dehydration, whereas frameworks1 and2
are stable to dehydration. The structural strength is closely
related to the pressure response discussed below.

Structural Stability under Pressure. To confirm the struc-
tural changes and the stability under pressure, X-ray powder
diffraction (XRPD) was performed in the pressure range of
0-4.7 GPa using DAC (Figure 5).

Figure 2. Structure of [Ni(dipn)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚3H2O (1): (a) Cr8Mn12 cubane
unit with inner [Cr(3)(CN)6]3-, and (b) a projection of the framework onto
the ac plane.
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In the case of1, four peaks were observed in the 2θ range of
6-10° and assigned to (0 2 0), (0 2 1), (3 1 1), and (2 0 2)
starting from the low angle. These diffraction patterns were
analyzed by a Rietveld method with accuracy asRwp ) 1.6-
2.6% andS) 1.4-2.0.60,61The contribution of diamond anvils
and fluorine oil (FC70) was considered as background data. The
peaks gradually broadened with increasing pressure. The lattice
contracted in an isotropic manner forP e 1.7 GPa, and the
lattice volume linearly decreased. At higher pressure, thebc
frame and total volume hardly changed, but the stacking along
the a axis tended to tilt with the expansion of thea axis
anisotropically. The change of lattice size leveled off with a
volume decrease of ca. 9% at 3.2 GPa (Figure 6a). Above 4.2
GPa, an amorphous-like pattern finally appeared. However, there
the network of magnetic correlation is surprisingly maintained
(see next section). After releasing pressure at 4.5 GPa, the initial

crystalline phase was recovered, which indicates that the
framework extended by Cr-CN-Mn linkages had sufficient
elasticity.

On the other hand, compound2 showed a quite different
response to pressure in the 2θ range of 3-10° (Figure 5b). Main
peaks were assigned to (2 0 0), (2 2 2), (4 0 0), (4 2 0) and (2
4 0) starting from a low angle. The Rietveld analysis well
simulated these diffraction patterns withRwp ) 3.6-4.3% and
S ) 2.5-3.2. The cell volume was linearly and isotropically
decreased in the range of 0-3.1 GPa and finally compressed
by ca. 15% at 4.7 GPa with broadening of the peaks and without
amorphization, which demonstrated the structural strength of2
(Figure 6b). The shrinkage ratio of2 is about twice as large as
that of1. In the case of3, the XRPD pattern was easily changed
to an amorphous-like pattern by dehydration under ambient
pressure.

Pressure Dependence of Magnetic Susceptibility.The static
magnetic susceptibilities of1-3 under various hydrostatic
pressures (up to 19.8 GPa) are shown in Figures 7-10, 12, and

(60) Kim, Y.-I.; Izumi, F.J. Ceram. Soc. Jpn. 1994, 102, 40.
(61) Izumi, F. InThe RietVeld Method; Yong, R. A., Ed.; Oxford University

Press: Oxford, 1993; Chapter 13.

Figure 3. Structure of [Ni(dipn)]2[Ni(dipn)(H2O)][Fe(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3): (a) a pillared-layer structure, and (b) a projection of the framework onto theab
plane.

Table 1. Crystal Parameters of 3-D Cyanide-Bridged Magnets 1-3, a and b

compound MnCr (1) NiCr (2) NiFe (3) MnCr (a) MnMn (b)

formula weight 833.37 1040.01 1209.86 2227.20 2233.09
No. of lattice water 4 3 11 10 10
crystal system monoclinic cubic monoclinic trigonal trigonal
space group C2/c Pa3h C2/c R3h R3h
a/Å 24.505(7) 20.9742(7) 24.044(8) 38.759(9) 38.46(1)
b/Å 11.323(4) 20.9742(7) 14.343(4) 38.759(9) 38.46(1)
c/Å 14.810(4) 20.9742(7) 16.688(5) 20.559(5) 20.287(6)
R/° 90 90 90 90 90
â/° 120.96(2) 90 100.552(4) 90 90
γ/° 90 90 90 120 120
V/Å3 3533(1) 9226.90(1) 5657(3) 26747.2(8) 25982(12)
Z 4 8 4 9 9
Dcalcd/g‚cm-3 1.566 1.601 1.421 1.244 1.284
Dcalcd/g‚cm-3

(without lattice water)
1.431 1.420 1.188 1.144 1.181

solvent-accessible
void/%

13.9 5.0 28.2 13.7 12.9

ref 54 55 24 46 46
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13 in the form ofM versusT plots, whereM is the magnetiza-
tion. The hydrostatic pressure up to 1.03 GPa was applied using
a PC employing Apiezon grease J as a pressure-transmitting
medium, and the effective pressure at low temperature was
calibrated using the superconducting transition of Pb. The
magnetization of Pb vanished on applying a dc magnetic field
of 1 kOe (critical field atT ) 0 is ca. 0.8 kOe). A higher
hydrostatic pressure up to 19.8 GPa was applied by a DAC with

a small sample space (diameter of 0.2 mm) in the Cu-Be or
Re gaskets. The amount of pressure was monitored by the shift
of the R1 ruby fluorescence at room temperature. All the
magnetization values were measured under a dc magnetic field
of 5 kOe, which is sufficient to saturate the magnetic moment

Figure 4. Temperature dependences of molar magnetic susceptibilityøM

for MnIICrIII ferrimagnet (1: blue), NiIICrIII ferromagnet (2: red), and NiII-
FeIII ferromagnet (3: green). The inset shows the field dependences of
magnetizationM for 1 (blue),2 (red), and3 (green).

Figure 5. XRPD patterns of1 (a) and2 (b) at various pressures.

Figure 6. Pressure dependences of lattice parameters of1 (a) and2 (b)
based on the Rietveld analysis:a axis (b, blue),b axis (O, red),c axis (b,
red), â (O, blue),V (b, black) andbc frame (O, black).

Figure 7. Temperature dependences of the magnetization (M) of 1 at
various hydrostatic pressures using a PC.
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in the ordered state of each compound. Then the measurement
sensitivity is not enough to discuss the paramagnetic behavior
quantitatively but can have us mention the temperature depen-

dence of the ferromagnetic moment. In all cases, the reversibility
in the magnetic behavior was validated by releasing the pressure
after successive measurements up to the maximum pressure.

[Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN) 6]‚4H2O (1). Figure 7 shows the pressure
dependence of magnetizationM under an applied field of 5 kOe
in the pressure region of 0-1.03 GPa obtained with the PC.
TheM versusT curve of1 under ambient pressure corresponds
to theøM versusT curve shown in Figure 4. The curve gradually

Figure 8. Temperature dependences of the magnetization (M) of 1 in the
pressure range 0e P e 4.7 GPa using a DAC.

Figure 9. Temperature dependences of the magnetization (M) of 1 in the
pressure range 0e P e 19.8 GPa using a DAC.

Figure 10. Temperature dependence of the magnetization (M) of 2 in the
pressure range 0e P e 5.9 GPa using a DAC.

Figure 11. Pressure dependences ofTC for 1 and2 (a), and the maximum
magnetization value (MS) for 1 and2 (b). Compound1: b (blue) (PC),O
(blue) (DAC, first run),0 (blue) (DAC, second run);2: b (red) (PC),O
(red) (DAC, first run),0 (red) (DAC, second run). Solid curves are guides.

Figure 12. Temperature dependences of the magnetization (M) of 3 in the
pressure range 0e P e 0.95 GPa using a PC.
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shifted toward higher temperatures with increasing pressure. The
TC was determined from a dM/dT plot and the ac magnetic
response in an ac field of 3 Oe at a frequency of 10 Hz. The
value ofTC linearly increased from 69 K at 0 GPa to 89 K at
1.03 GPa. The initial magnetic behavior was completely
recovered after releasing the pressure. The pressure dependence
of TC clearly demonstrates the linear relationship ofTC with
the applied pressure, with dTC/dP ) +19.4 K‚GPa-1. To
evaluate the pressure effects, the rate ofTC change (the initial
slopea) was estimated by eq 1:37

whereTC(P0) is TC at ambient pressure.
In the case of1, the initial slopea was estimated to be 0.28

GPa-1, whereTC(P0) ) 69 K andTC(1.03) ) 89 K (Figure
14). The increase inTC resulting from the external pressure
reflects the increase of overlap integrals between dπ(CrIII ) and
π*(CN-) and between dπ(MnII) and π*(CN-) orbitals, ac-
companied by a shrinkage of the Cr-CN-Mn linkages.45,49

Under higher pressure, theTC reached 126 K at 4.7 GPa
(Figure 8), in which the value ofTC was determined by the

dM/dT plot. ForP e 3.0 GPa,TC linearly increased to 114 K
at 3.0 GPa with dTC/dP ) +15.0 K‚GPa-1 and ana value of
0.22 GPa-1. The enhancement ofTC was saturated in the range
3.0 e P e 4.7 GPa (Figure 11a). The magnetic behavior after
releasing the pressure at 4.7 GPa was essentially coincident with
that of the initial state. The saturation magnetization shows no
significant changes in the range 0e P e 4.7 GPa (Figure 11b).
The magnetic reversibility is consistent with the structural
reversibility. These results show that compound1 maintains the
ferrimagnetic phase without decreasing the saturation magne-
tization value (no fragmentation of the magnetic domain) even
in the amorphous phase. Under higher pressure,P g 4.7 GPa,
TC and saturation magnetization decreased with increasing
pressure (Figures 9 and 11). Finally, the ferrimagnetic phase
vanished and a paramagnetic-like phase appeared at 19.8 GPa.
These changes arise from the reduction of domain size, and
similar behavior has also been seen in the process of synthesiz-
ing nano-size particles of the Fe/Cr-CN-Co Prussian-blue-
type analogue.62 After releasing pressure at 19.8 GPa, only a
paramagnetic-like phase was observed, and the initial magnetic
behavior was not recovered. The irreversible magnetic change
and the decrease of magnetization imply further amorphization
and a collapse of the framework.

[Ni(dipn)] 3[Cr(CN) 6]2‚3H2O (2). The pressure dependence
of magnetizationM under an applied field of 5 kOe in the
pressure region of 0-5.9 GPa measured with the DAC is given
in Figure 10. The value ofTC slightly increased from 42 K at
0 GPa to 48 K at 1.2 GPa with dTC/dP ) +5.0 K‚GPa-1 and
ana value of 0.12 GPa-1, and then decreased. Above 1.2 GPa,
the M versusT curve shifted to lower temperature and the
saturation magnetization value immediately decreased with
increasing pressure, and finally, paramagnetic-like behavior
appeared at 4.8 GPa, although2 keeps its crystallinity in the
pressure range (Figure 11). The magnetic behavior is the same
as1 underP g 15 GPa. In the case of the ferromagnet2, the
external pressure gave a negative contribution to the magnetic
ordering, in contrast to the ferrimagnet1. Shrinkage of the
framework would induce a bend in the Cr-CN-Ni linkages,
which increases orbital overlapping and breaks the strict
orthogonality between magnetic orbitals of CrIII and NiII. This
structural change is interestingly quite subtle and has a
significant influence on magnetic properties. At the present
stage, a direct proof cannot be obtained through XRPD under
pressure, due to the difficulty of determining each atom position.
After releasing the pressure at 5.9 GPa, the initial behavior was
completely regenerated, which represented that compound2 was
reversibly switched between the ferromagnetic and the para-
magnetic-like phases by the external pressure.

[Ni(dipn)] 2[Ni(dipn)(H 2O)][Fe(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3). M versus
T plots of ferromagnet3 in the pressure range of 0-0.95 GPa
are given in Figure 12. No increase ofTC was observed upon
applying pressure. TheM versusT curve shifted toward lower
temperatures, and the magnetization value decreased with
increasing pressure. No cusp of in-phase and out-of-phase
magnetization was observed in the range forP g 0.48 GPa
(Figure 13). After releasing the pressure at 0.95 GPa, theM
versusT curve did not trace the initial curve, and theM′ versus
T plot did not reproduce the cusp. These facts imply a collapse

(62) Yamada, M.; Arai, M.; Kurihara, M.; Sakamoto, M.; Miyake, M.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.2004, 126, 9482.

Figure 13. Temperature dependences of the in-phase magnetization (M′)
of 3 in an ac field of 3 Oe at a frequency of 10 Hz, under various pressures.

Figure 14. Pressure dependence ofTC(P)/TC(P0) of 1 (b, blue),2 (b, red),
a (0, blue), andb (0, red). As for each compound, only the data showing
the linear pressure dependence are picked out.

TC(P) ) (1 + aP) × TC(P0) (1)
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of the framework or magnetic domain fragmentation. Similar
to 2, shrinkage of the Fe-CN-Ni linkages contributed nega-
tively to the ferromagnetic interaction. Furthermore, the frame-
work was irreversibly changed by low pressure because of the
anisotropic and porous framework. The porous framework of3
sensitively responds to the external pressure, but it is too fragile
to maintain reversibility.

The systematic magnetic results of1-3 providing the same
M-CN-M′ linkages highlighted a significant difference of the
pressure responses depending on the magnetic structure (ferri-
magnetic and ferromagnetic) and on the shapes of frameworks
(structural strength). The pressure dependences of magnetic and
structural phases are depicted in Scheme 1. The borders of the
magnetic and structural phases were not defined clearly in
Scheme 1 because these changes are not the first-order transition
and different phases are coexistent widely in both magnetic
(ordered magnet and paramagnet) and structural (crystalline and
amorphous) phases.

The effect of pressure on other cyanide-bridged CPMs, [Mn-
(4dmap)]3[M(CN)6]2‚10H2O (M ) Cr (a) and Mn (b); 4-dmap
) 4-dimethylaminopyridine), was recently reported by us.46

These compounds also give significant information on the
pressure response of the cyanide-bridged CPMs. Compoundsa
and b form a cyanide-bridged twofold interpenetrated 3-D
network based on three-way connected 6,102 nets. These
compounds demonstrate good reversible pressure response in
the range of 0-1.00 GPa. Here we discuss the pressure
dependence ofTC using thea value in eq 1,TC ) (1 + aP) ×
TC(P0). Thea values ofa andb were estimated to be 0.49 GPa-1

(TC(P0) ) 17.0 K andTC(1.00)) 25.4 K) and 1.29 GPa-1 (TC-
(P0) ) 6.4 K andTC(1.04)) 15.0 K), respectively. Thisa value
can be treated as showing a substantial compressibility from
the magnetic aspects. Comparing the MnIICrIII ferrimagnets1

anda, thea value ofa is higher than that of1 becausea and
b have a more flexible framework with low density (see Table
1 and Figure 14). In addition, thea value ofb is much higher
than those of the other compounds, which suggests that the
magnetic interaction pathway including magnetically anisotropic
MnIII ions in the C2V symmetry structure was made more
effective by structural compression. Judging from the density,
the frameworks ofa and b seem to be fragile as well as the
porous framework of3. However,a and b demonstrate good
structural and magnetic reversibility, which suggests that the
interpenetrated structure decreasing the void space in the
framework prevents collapse (amorphization) of the framework
and plays a significant role for the reversible response to
mechanical stress. Recently, Miller et al. reported a similar
pressure-dependent reversible enhancement ofTC for the 3-D
interpenetrated cubic ferrimagnet, [Ru2(O2CCH3)4]3[Cr(CN)6]
(c).47 In this case, theTC value increased from 33 to 59 K at
1.28 GPa (a ) 0.62 GPa-1). This compound also shows high
response and good reversibility to the external pressure, which
supports the utility of flexible cyanide-bridged linkages and
interpenetrating frameworks.

In addition, pressure effects on other CPMs, Mn3[Mn(CN)6]2‚
12H2O‚1.7CH3OH (d),45 Co5(OH)6(SO4)2(H2O)4 (e),48 and (R)-
3MLNN-Mn(hfac)2 (f; Hhfac ) hexafluoroacetylacetone),50

have already been reported. The results are summarized in Table
2. Prussian blue analogued forms a face-centered-cubic structure
with structural defects, where the average structure is close to
that of 1. In the case ofd, theTC(P0) value of 29 K increased
to 40 K at 1.00 GPa, which gave ana value of 0.38 GPa-1.
Thea value is higher than that of1, which would be associated
with the structural isotropy, hardness, and the existence of the
magnetically anisotropic MnIII ion. Compounde forms a 3-D
pillared-layer structure based onµ3-OH-bridged CoII layers and
[CoII(H2O)4(SO4)2]2- pillars and gives ana value of 0.097
GPa-1 (TC(P0) ) 12.6 K andTC(0.98) ) 13.8 K). The lowa
value ofe reflects its structural hardness and well-separated 2-D
magnetic structure. Compoundf has a 1-D chain structure based
on the alternating array of [Mn(hfac)2] and chiralR-nitronyl
nitroxide radical ((R)-3MLNN) and shows a ferrimagnetic
ordering at 4.7 K.50 The a value off was estimated to be 0.22
GPa-1 (TC(P0) ) 4.7 K, TC(0.98)) 5.7 K in 120 Oe), which is
comparable in magnitude to the 3-D ferrimagnet1. A charge-
transfer-type ferromagnet, [Fe(C5Me5)2][TCNE] (g),51 having
a 1-D chain structure based on the alternating array of donor
and acceptor units shows good compressibility with ana value
of 0.45 GPa-1 (TC(P0) ) 4.8 K andTC(1.06) ) 7.1 K). The
1-D donor-acceptor column structure is essentially the same

Scheme 1

Table 2. The Values of TC and the Initial Slope a of Compounds 1, 2, and a-h

compound TC(P0)/K TC(P)/Ka (P/GPa) dTC/dP/K‚GPa-1 a/GPa-1 ref

[Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚4H2O (1) 69 89 (1.03) 19.4 0.28 this work
69 114 (2.96) 15.0 0.22 this work

[Ni(dipn)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚3H2O (2) 42 48 (1.20) 5.0 0.12 this work
[Mn(4dmap)4]2[Cr(CN)6]3‚10H2O (a) 17.0 25.4 (1.00) 8.4 0.49 46
[Mn(4dmap)4]2[Mn(CN)6]3‚10H2O (b) 6.4 15.0 (1.04) 8.3 1.29 46
[Ru2(O2CCH3)4]3[Cr(CN)6] (c) 33 59 (1.28) 20.3 0.62 47
Mn3[Mn(CN)6]2‚12H2O‚1.7CH3OH (d) 29 40 (1.00) 11.0 0.38 45
Co5(OH)6(SO4)2(H2O)4 (e) 12.6 13.8 (0.98) 1.2 0.097 48
(R)-3MLNN-Mn(hfac)2 (f) 4.7 5.7 (0.98) 1.0 0.22 50
[Fe(C5Me5)2][TCNE] (g) 4.8 7.1 (1.06) 2.2 0.45 51
p-NCC6F4CNSSN (h) 36 72 (1.64) 21.9 0.61 37, 38

a The values ofTC(P) were picked in the end of the linear pressure-dependent region.
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as that of organic magnets, which is convenient for compression.
However, in the case of organic magnets, the ordered magnetic
phase often vanishes upon stressing because of enhancement
of the intermolecular antiferromagnetic interaction.37 A pure
organic weak ferromagnet, theâ-phase of 1,2,3,5-dithiadiazol-
3-yl-4-(4-cyano-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl) radical (p-NCC6F4-
CNSSN (h)), providing the highestTC value among genuine
organic magnets, gives a higha value of 0.61 GPa-1 (TC(P0) )
36 K, TC(1.64) ) 72 K).37,38 The significant increase ofTC

results from the enhancement of the antiferromagnetic interac-
tion due to the increase in the SOMO-SOMO overlap. These
results clearly demonstrate the significant correlation between
packing structure, electronic structure, and pressure response.
In particular, for the low-dimensional magnetic system, the
spatial margin between frameworks plays an important role for
high compression. Further systematic studies will give signifi-
cant insights for attaining more sensitive and more efficient
pressure response.

Conclusion

Pressure effects on structure and magnetic properties of three
types of 3-D cyanide-bridged coordination polymer magnets
were systematically examined under hydrostatic pressures up
to 19.8 GPa. This is the first report of the pressure effect on
molecule-based magnets in the GPa region. TheTC of a
ferrimagnet [Mn(en)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚4H2O (1) increased from 69
K to a maximum value of 126 K at 4.7 GPa. The ferrimagnetic
behavior was reversibly changed in the range 0e P e 5 GPa,
although the framework was amorphized above 4.2 GPa. In
contrast, theTC decreased at higher pressure, and1 was

irreversibly changed to paramagnetic-like behavior at 19.8 GPa.
A ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]3[Cr(CN)6]2‚3H2O (2) showed a para-
magnetic-like behavior forP g 4.8 GPa without significant
increase ofTC and even maintained crystallinity, where these
changes were reversible in the range 0e P e 5 GPa. The
pressure dependences of the XRPD patterns in the range 0e P
e 5 GPa clearly demonstrate sufficient and unique elasticity of
1 and2. A porous ferromagnet [Ni(dipn)]2[Ni(dipn)(H2O)][Fe-
(CN)6]2‚11H2O (3) was easily amorphized and irreversibly lost
the ferromagnetic phase under low pressure (P e 1 GPa). These
results were carefully compared with previously reported results
based on the compressibility. This review highlights that (1)
the mechanical stress provides a positive effect on ferrimagnets
and a negative effect on ferromagnets due to shrinkage of the
bridging structure and concomitant increase of antiferromagnetic
contribution, and (2) the spatial margin and strength of
frameworks are significant for high responsivity and revers-
ibility.
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